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WORKPLACE
LOSS & GRIEF
Impaired driving is an equal opportunity crime. It strikes men, women, and
children of all ages and races and impacts every community. Since victimization
as a result of an impaired driving crash is so random, it is not unusual that
someone in your business or corporate family has been personally impacted by
an impaired driving crash.
The emotional reactions you and your colleagues may experience can be
overwhelming because an impaired driver has violently violated the life of
someone you care for and respect. If the crash resulted in death, it probably
happened so suddenly that you didn’t have time to say “Thank you,” “I’m sorry,”
or “Goodbye.”
Many working individuals spend half of their waking hours in their work
environment. Co-worker relationships can be closer than those within a
recognized family. Colleagues can become dependent upon each other,
working as a team and mutual support system. When a member of the team is
suddenly absent, even temporarily, those who are left behind may feel sad,
angry, disoriented, and powerless.
Bereavement following an impaired driving crash can dramatically aﬀect your
work environment. It has been estimated that billions of dollars in increased
health care costs, absenteeism, and work-related accidents result from
unresolved grief. Employees who have recently experienced other significant
stresses or losses are most vulnerable.
This brochure oﬀers suggestions to help those directly victimized and to help
you and your colleagues as a business family. It also oﬀers a section for
employees who are returning to work after they were injured or a loved one
died in an impaired driving crash.
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HElpInG THE FaMIly
Consider the Family’s Needs
When suddenly faced with a violent death or catastrophic injury, most people
feel an urgent need to “do something.” This is a normal reaction to a traumatic
event. The first way you can help is by considering the specific needs of the
family. If you are the key administrator of your business, the direct supervisor
of the person aﬀected, or a close friend, by all means go to the hospital or to
the home if they are ready for visits. Otherwise, a personal note may be more
appropriate. Most families facing a crisis only want to be with those who are
very close.
notes can be read again and again and become a treasured source of support.
you can say things in a note that you may not be able to say in person. Most
important, the person receiving the note doesn’t have to respond unless he or
she wishes. you may choose to make personal contact later.

Think before You Speak
When you write or visit with family members, accept them as they are rather
than attempting to make them feel better. It is too early to feel better. “I’m so
sorry,” accompanied by a touch or a hug can mean a great deal to people.
probing for details is not appropriate, but simply inviting them to tell you what
happened opens the door for them to disclose as much or as little as they
choose. listening attentively is the most helpful thing you can do.
avoid any phrases that begin with “at least...” or “you’re lucky that...” These
phrases discount a victim/survivor’s pain and grief. Victims/survivors may reach
these conclusions on their own, sometimes early, sometimes after months or
years. How they assess meaning to what happened will be part of their healing
journey.

“I’m so sorry.”
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a good rule to follow: don’t say it if your statement is intended to make it not as bad
as it is. Simply accept whatever is expressed and respond with words such as “I can’t
begin to understand how diﬃcult this must be for you,” or “I would do anything to
be able to take away your pain, but I know I can’t.”
avoid phrases Such as:
• “I know how you feel.”
• “you shouldn’t feel that way.”
• “He/she led a good, full life.”
• “you have to be strong.”
• “at least he/she didn’t suﬀer.”
• “you still have a lot to live for.”
• “you’re so fortunate to have so many people who love you.”
• “It was God’s will.”

Ask to Attend the Funeral
a full church or funeral home means a great deal to the surviving family. Support is
crucial during memorial rituals. Members of the family may not see you individually,
but their hearts will be warmed when they see your name on the guest register.

Be Understanding of Grief Reactions
Every person struggles when they receive the sudden news that someone loved
has been seriously injured or killed. Some people go into shock, exhibiting
symptoms such as paleness, sweating, thirst, and dizziness. In some cases, shock
requires medical care.
Shock involves a huge release of adrenaline and other chemicals which pump
through the body and cause frenzied activity at first, followed by a numbing eﬀect.
The “fogginess” makes people feel confused, unable to think clearly, unable to plan,
and unable to comprehend what is being said to them. This condition is beneficial
because it prevents them from feeling more emotional pain than they can handle.
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although some people may appear to be in control, their thinking may be irrational
for awhile and their feelings numb. These are normal reactions to a very abnormal
event. Others do not experience this numbing. They may exhibit extreme emotions
such as crying, intense anger, anxiety, and fear. again, these are normal reactions to
a critical event.

Understand Crisis Reactions
an injured or bereaved employee is not likely to perform the same quality or
quantity of work upon returning to the workplace as he or she did before the crash.
Grief reactions may be manifested through nightmares and flashbacks, depression,
inability to concentrate, confusion, lack of motivation, and unexpected displays of
grief. These reactions can last for months. an escalation or return of the symptoms
should be expected shortly before the anniversary of the crash.
Be tolerant of the length of time required for emotional recovery after a significant
loss. at the time of the crash, many victims/survivors are told, “Take as long as you
need” or “Don’t worry about a thing.” However, they later find that initial flexibility
to be short-lived. Recognize that the returning employee will suﬀer from the trauma
long after things have settled down within the business.

Be flexible with schedules, deadlines, and time oﬀ
It can mean a great deal to the victim/survivor and his or her family if co-workers
remember and acknowledge the anniversary.
Referrals to an Employee assistance program (Eap) for counseling can play an
important part in helping both the direct victim/survivor and other employees deal
with their grief reactions. However, the work environment also must be
accommodating. administrators, managers, and co-workers who are understanding
and supportive are crucial to personal recovery and restoring productivity.
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Provide Supportive Assistance
“Call me if there’s anything I can do” is a meaningless oﬀer, though well intended. It
is diﬃcult to ask for help especially when someone is overcome with grief, anxiety
and confusion. Instead, say something like, “I imagine your lawn needs some care.
May I come by on Saturday and do some work?” ask to take a meal to the home.
Oﬀer to care for pets. Close colleagues may oﬀer to clean the house. Someone might
oﬀer to drive children to their various activities or even take them on outings to get
them out of the home for awhile.
Children’s anxiety is frequently quite high after tragedy strikes. They are not always
well informed about what has happened, and their surviving parent(s) may not be
emotionally available for them. Children also tend to blame themselves when bad
things happen, so it is helpful for them to be able to talk about their thoughts and
feelings with someone outside the family. If you don’t feel close enough to the family
to oﬀer these services, make it possible for those who are close to make themselves
available as needed.
If the employee was injured and returns to work, check on requirements of the
Disability act in Canada to insure that you reasonably accommodate for the injury
if required by law.
The employee should be consulted about what the business can do to enable
eﬃcient job performance. These discussions are best held before the employee
returns to work so that appropriate accommodations will be in place.
With the injured victim/survivor’s permission, educate the rest of the employees
about his or her physical limitations. This will alleviate uncomfortable first
impressions and prevent the injured person from having to educate others on the
first day back. This education process should only be undertaken with the consent
of the injured employee.

Plan a Meaningful Memorial
although flowers hold immediate significance, memorials are longer lasting and
may be more meaningful to the family as time goes on. Collect donations for a
charity that held special meaning for the person who was killed. Start a community
fund drive to pay for funeral, and burial costs, or for ongoing medical needs. Start a
scholarship fund for a youth in your community in the name of the victim/ survivor.
place a memorial sign at the site of the crash accompanied by a meaningful vigil.
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Leave Photographs and Memorabilia in Place
you may believe that removing images and reminders of the loved one from the
bereaved co-worker’s workspace will help them adjust to returning to work without
those reminders present. On the contrary: if people keep the linking items in view,
over time they will become treasures that remind them of the special memories
with that loved one. photographs and keepsakes give the griever an opportunity
to share stories and memories that are tied to those images or special items.
By removing photographs and keepsakes from sight, it may signal to the co-worker
that you are uncomfortable dealing with them and their loss situation.

Oﬀer to Help with Employee Benefits
Someone in authority in the business should immediately check on all the
employment-related benefits for the family and share this information in writing
with the employee or family representative. Verbal information may not be suﬃcient
because of the victim/survivor’s impaired ability to concentrate and think clearly.
Support the Family through the Criminal Justice process
If the impaired driver is charged, the family will be very appreciative of your interest
in the progress of the case. It will also mean a lot to them if someone from your
business is allowed to attend the trial as a symbol of support. If the trial lasts several
days, consider giving employees three or four hours oﬀ without penalty so they can
attend a portion of the proceedings. Impact statements from co-workers may be
requested from the victim/survivor to show how far-reaching the impact of the
crime has become.

Helping your Business Family
as a business family, you share a wide range of feelings and reactions about what
has happened. administrators and managers should legitimately be concerned
about work productivity, but crisis does aﬀect the work place. In the long run, it’s
more eﬃcient to acknowledge and address how this experience has impacted the
employees rather than trying to pretend it didn’t happen.
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Inform Those Closest to the Victim/Survivor Privately
Others may then be informed as a group. Since all managers may experience death
or injury in the workplace, they should be trained in grief reactions and crisis
intervention so they will feel competent in relating with grieving employees.

With Permission, Keep Employees Informed
In the absence of current information, rumours run rampant after a crisis. It is
far more productive to update staﬀ regularly rather than to allow people to
gather information through gossip. With the permission of the victim/survivor,
provide updated information regarding the victim/survivor’s status to
employees.

Encourage Employees to Share Their Personal Reactions
These discussions can take place during breaks and lunch so that work
productivity is aﬀected as little as possible. lunchtime seminars on grief
reactions can support workers and normalize their experience. The notion that
one should “get back to work and forget about it” is unreasonable and only
produces resistance. If management oﬀers sympathy and understanding during
this time of crisis, working relationships are strengthened.

Invite a Professional to Meet with Employees
Many businesses have benefited significantly from calling a meeting or
meetings of employees to allow a skilled professional to explain crisis response,
normalize their grief reactions, and oﬀer them a safe place to express their
thoughts and feelings. If the victim/survivor was injured, some employees may
have concerns about relating to a disabled person. Some employees may be
concerned about using or discussing alcohol in the presence of the victim/
survivor when he or she returns.
you may decide to have professionals to facilitate debriefing groups. It is
important that supervisors make professionals available for separate meetings
as many employees are uncomfortable dealing with their reactions in the
presence of the person who evaluates their job performance.
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Encourage Employees to Talk with Their Families
Coming face-to-face with crisis often gives people a renewed commitment to
their spouses, family, and friends and personal priorities. Encouraging discussion
among family and friends helps draw people closer together and oﬀers further
opportunity to explore the meaning this event holds for them. It also oﬀers the
chance for parents to discuss impaired driving with their children.

Contact MADD Canada for Supportive Literature
MaDD Canada has numerous brochures and resources useful to friends and
colleagues as well as the immediate family. a supply of this literature in break
rooms can be picked up and read by employees who are not comfortable
talking about the crisis. To review the brochures check www.madd.ca or call 1800-665-6233, ext. 222 for more information.
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VICTIMS/SuRVIVORS RETuRnInG TO WORk
For many of us, work is an important part of our life and possibly helps define
us. In addition to income, it provides part of our identity, a purpose, and a social
outlet. Returning to work as soon as you are physically and emotionally ready
is one way to create a level of stability. Many victims/survivors find the routine
of work to be a haven when the other parts of their lives are drastically changed
or out of control.
However, some victims/survivors of impaired driving crashes, especially those
who were severely injured, wonder if the crash will make a diﬀerence in their
professional lives. Common questions include “Will I be able to return to work?,”
“Can I take time oﬀ for doctor appointments, court dates, and physical therapy?,”
“Will I work as hard as I used to?,” and “Can I advance in my career?”
If your injuries make it impossible to return to your former line of work you are
likely wondering if rehabilitation and retraining programs will adequately
prepare you for another satisfying occupation.
If you return to work you may find that relationships with your co-workers have
changed. Colleagues may want to pretend that nothing happened, which can
be very demoralizing. Co-workers may be very reluctant to bring up the topic
of the crash and its outcome and in turn, you may feel resentment. Or, you might
actually be glad of the disinterest. “Glad you’re back,” might be all you want to
hear before plunging into your old routine.
Some employers may assume an injured or bereaved employee can no longer
perform the same tasks, or that stress makes the employee a poor risk for
promotion. alternatively, some victims/survivors have discovered that if one
looks well and is able to function, people tend to underestimate the severity of
crash-related injuries and emotional trauma. Co-workers may also be concerned
about having to pick up additional workload. These attitudes can lead to a sense
of special treatment or discrimination in the workplace.
If your home life is in turmoil, or you’re being coddled at home because of injury,
returning to a situation where others don’t think of you as delicate, physically
or emotionally, might actually be beneficial. But be prepared for letdowns and
periods of isolation. you may find yourself taking breaks and eating lunches
alone because even your closest co-workers just don’t know what to say.
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understand that colleagues probably want to help and be supportive, but don’t
know what to do or what you want. Some may be frightened knowing that they
could easily be in your shoes, and they may feel guilty because they aren’t. The
following are some ideas for helping you resume a positive working relationship.
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MaInTaIn WORk COnTaCTS
WHIlE yOu’RE OFF WORk
your co-workers are concerned about you. If they have information about your
progress, they will be less anxious and less inclined to rely upon rumours. It’s
also important to stay connected to what’s happening at work. Talk with people
on the phone: meet for lunch if you’re able. your return to work will be easier if
you have stayed in touch.

IDEnTIFy WHaT kInD OF SuppORT yOu THInk
yOu’ll WanT WHEn yOu RETuRn TO WORk
There is no “right” way to do this and you may even find that your needs change.
Some people don’t want to focus on the crash experience when they return
while others do want to talk to their co-workers about what is happening. Some
people may want to talk about it but only to a select group of co-workers. Some
people don’t mind when others bring it up, others would prefer to broach the
subject themselves. It’s okay to tell people exactly what you need. you may want
to ask your supervisor to relay the message once you know what will help you
the most. your supervisor and colleagues will probably be relieved by your
guidance.
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EDuCaTE yOuR EMplOyER
Give management information on bereavement and injury and how it does and
does not aﬀect work performance. Have your doctor provide information about
how your experience might aﬀect your work. ask for any accommodations you
need whether it’s a special schedule, a change in job assignment, or special
equipment. Document your request and the outcome.
ask your employer to educate your colleagues about grief and anniversary
reactions, or provide information regarding your injuries and possible
limitations when you return. your employer may want to invite a MaDD Canada
speaker to discuss impaired driving victimization issues or a therapist to talk
about bereavement/injury issues. your company’s medical department,
personnel oﬃce, union, or employee assistance program might be willing to
sponsor such a program. Educational eﬀorts might include distributing written
materials or hosting a lunch discussion.

knOW yOuR lEGal RIGHTS
If you are injured or are caring for someone injured, it’s important to educate
yourself.
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aSk FOR THE SuppORT OF ManaGEMEnT
WHEn yOu nEED IT
If the attitudes of your co-workers or supervisor are making it hard to do your
job, your first step is to try to work it out informally. If that doesn’t work, you
may be able to get assistance from your manager, employee assistance
coordinator, or personnel department. Confide in a trusted friend or counselor
when hurtful remarks or behaviours get you down. That person can help you
put the experience into perspective. Most impaired driving crash
victims/survivors are reluctant to “rock the boat” by calling company attention
to a personal problem. But when a co-worker or supervisor’s attitude gets in the
way of doing your job, then management needs to know.

GET HElp WITH InSuRanCE anD OTHER
COMpany BEnEFITS
ask your supervisor, personnel department, or a trusted employee to assist you
with insurance and other company benefits. It is important to get all the benefits
your company provides.
• Get a copy of your insurance policy(s) to find out exactly what your insurance
covers.
• keep careful records of your covered expenses, claims, and appeals
throughout the process.
• Confirm conversations with insurance representatives in writing. If you think
the representative is wrong, ask to speak with a supervisor.
• keep copies of all written correspondence.
• File claims for all covered costs. Many victims/survivors don’t take full
advantage of the insurance because they aren’t sure what is covered or they
are overwhelmed by the paperwork. ask for assistance if you need it.
• If your claim is turned down, file again. ask your doctor to explain to the
insurance company why the treatment or service meets the requirements for
coverage. If you are turned down again, find out how to appeal the decision..
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HElp MaDD CanaDa STOp IMpaIRED DRIVInG
For some, enduring trauma ignites a spark of activity to right some of the
wrongs involved in a sudden violent death. Most victims/survivors want to
prevent others from the pain and grief caused by impaired driving. Thousands
of men, women, and teenagers have joined Mothers against impaired Driving
after their loved ones were killed or injured.
MaDD Canada helps injured victims/survivors and families of those killed to
cope emotionally, helps them through the criminal justice system, and works
to prevent impaired driving crashes. Employers should know that MaDD Canada
provides free Victim Services to anyone impacted by impaired driving. Just call
1-800-665-6233, ext. 222 for more information.
MaDD Canada and other similar organizations can provide opportunities for
you to do what you can so others don’t experience the devastation caused by
an impaired driving crash. Some people find it helps them enormously to work
to end impaired driving and victimization. It can feel as though it is the one
activity that might bring something constructive out of their loss. Contact your
local MaDD Canada Chapter (find it on www.madd.ca) or call 1-800-665-6233,
ext. 222 for more information.
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For more information or assistance:
Visit MaDD Canada’s web site at
www.madd.ca,
email info@madd.ca or call 1-800-665-6233, ext. 222.
Reprinted with permission from MaDD (uSa).
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MaDD Canada is proudly supported by:

MCLEISH ORLANDO
OATLEY VIGMOND
THOMSON ROGERS
PERSONAL INJURY LAWYERS

